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Downturn lesson number one: Risk
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What’s the Deal By Daniel Lesser
 Daniel Lesser, president and CEO, LW Hospitality Advisors, New

York City

(The views and opinions expressed in this blog are strictly those of the author.)

For as long as markets have existed, investors have tried to maximize gains and minimize

losses by timing cycles. Investing requires making informed decisions based on factors and

events that may or may not occur in the future. Past data can provide indications of what is to

come, but predictions of the future are never guaranteed. 

In theory, investors believe they should buy when prices are low but rising and sell when

prices are high but falling. However, to perfectly time a market, investors must be successful

twice: once upon acquisition of an asset and then again upon disposition. Achieving the

desired timing on both ends of an investment is especially difficult.

If executed smartly, commercial real estate investing offers potential long-term rewards.

Income generation and asset values go up and down over time, and a long-term hold strategy

maximizes the odds of generating the largest profits. 
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Long-term investors focus on income streams and asset appreciation and are less concerned

with short-term price movements. It is not the duration of the holding period that is central,

but the actual capacity of an investor to tolerate illiquidity, enabling, if necessary to hold

assets through stress periods. Short-term investor strategy to attempt exploitation of market

momentum tends to lead to large influxes of capital that end up driving real estate bubbles.

Long-term institutional investors who primarily focus on income and asset appreciation,

typically pursue a counter-cyclical strategy, and become net sellers during the booms.

The continuous repricing of hotel room rates results in lodging investments that typically

generate inconsistent, volatile and erratic income streams, hence a higher risk profile when

compared with other types of commercial real estate. Leveraging technology, transient

lodging facilities adjust their room rental rates on a nanosecond basis, providing the unique

ability to raise and lower prices to match demand.

In a rising market, such as the 10 years prior to 2020, the repricing phenomenon can be

highly rewarding. But in a declining market it can be devastating. Ergo the current crippling

stress on the U.S. lodging industry as all segments of travel demand have experienced a sharp

and sustained decline in revenues due to the global COVID-19 pandemic. 

Consider a lodging transaction consummated during 2019 through Q1 2020 that was

premised upon an assumed three- to five-year holding period. Given that sector

prognosticators anticipate a return to pre-pandemic metrics some time between 2023 and

2025, such deals will most likely be challenged to produce anticipated returns throughout the

life of the investment. If on the other hand those same transactions were predicated upon

assumed holding periods of seven to 10 years, the chances for achieving targeted returns

would greatly improve. 

Underwriting hotel investments based upon an assumed long-term 10-year hold does not

insinuate that a capital event opportunity, such as a sale or refinancing that can “bake in”

potential gains, should not be an executable option if available during holding period years

three, four, five or beyond.

In hindsight, hotel sponsors that transacted at market pricing between 2010 and 2012

generally realized healthy returns during their initial investment years. Downturn lesson

number one is that lodging sector sponsors should, if necessary, be ready, willing and able to

have the wherewithal to invest for the long term, as anything less is akin to playing with fire.
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